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AUTHORIZATION CONTRACT FOR SELLING HAMETZ AT CHIZUK AMUNO CONGREGATION 2021 

***THE SELLER KEEPS THIS CONTRACT***Return bottom portion to Chizuk Amuno 
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Agent Seller's signature 
Dr. Shualy, Ritual Director, Chizuk Amuno Congregation 

The contract stipulated above transacts the selling and transfer of Hametz according to Rabbinic law. 
I the undersigned agree to the conditions above. 
[see the brief explanation below from Isaac Klein,A Guide to Jewish Religious Practice (New York: JTS, 1979) pp. 111-12.] 
It is appropriate to make a donation to help Jews in need to observe Passover. 

(Checks may be made to: Chizuk Amuno Passover Fund). [PLMSE SIGN BELOW] 

Signature of seller DATE 

ADDRESS OF SELLER: 

The Selling of Leaven [Hametz] 
One must not have any leaven in his legal possession during Pesah_ (0.H. 445, 446). In a simple economy this was easily 
managed. If by chance a bit of leaven was left, it could be disposed of without any difficulty. When the economy became more 
complex1 a new solution had to be found. It has been suggested that there was a transition period when leaven was sold, but to a 
non-Jewish friend with the full knowledge that it was a temporary sale (Zevin, 1'1:>71'1� D''Tl'l))1'1 Hamo'adim BaHalakha, p. 246). 
When this process led to collusion1 it was instituted that at least outwardly the sale take a legal form using a formal bill of sale, 
or Shetar Mekhirah (ibid., p.248; O.H.448:3, M.A.4). Now the sale is carried out through the agency of the rabbi in order to insure 
that the proper form is maintained . 
The procedure is as follows. We use an authorization which gives the rabbi the power of attorney. Those who wish to sell their 
leaven sign their names under this agency appointment and authorize the rabbi to act in their behalf. The authorization 
empowers the rabbi to sell the leaven they own, and the place where it is stored, at terms that he sees fit. The rabbi keeps the 
authorization and sells the leaven to a non-Jew by means of a contract which contains all the terms of the sale. At the 
conclusion of Pesah. he buys it back. While this transaction is not intended to be a real sale1 nevertheless, since all the formal 
requirements of a legal sale have been met, it satisfies the requirement of the law forbidding the possession of leaven during 
Passover. 

SHALI'AH ("messenger", "emissary"). A person dispatched to perform a specific task, an agent empowered to act on someone 
else's behalf; an emissary from the Land of Israel to Jewish communities in the Diaspora. 
The concept of agency (shelihut) is of importance in rabbinic sources and the halakhah. Thus, a bill of DIVORCE may be handed 
over or received by an agent ( Git. 4.1., 62b) and HAMETZ (leaven) may be sold to a non- Jew through rabbinical agency before 
Passover1 since "a man's agent is like himself' (Ber. 5,5), i.e., acts performed by the shali'ah. bind the one whom he represents. In 
the same way, goods and property may be bought and sold and even a marriage contract may be drawn up on the principal's 
behalf. However, a deaf-mute, an imbecile, or a minor cannot serve as an agent (Git. 23a); no Jew can deputize another to fulfill 
a MITSVAHwhich devolves upon himself; and "there can be no agency for wrong doing" (Kid. 42b), i.e., while a person may not 
be instructed to commit an offense, the blame for any offense committed on the agent's initiative may not be shifted to his 
principal. [adapted from CD-ROM DAVI<A] 

Contr.lct prepared by Or. Moshe Shualy '>11)' '>11\• •[i)'\Q. •.;,li.14 i",i. '2.l '>IQ.A '21'>1 •"0 l1eJ [::J'>I '>1�)1"1'>1· 

PLEASE SIGN AND RETURN BOTTOM PORTION TO THE CHIZUK AMUNO OFFICE BY
 

***WEDNESDAY, APRIL 5 at 9:00 A.M. *** 
{hametz may again be eaten the end of Passover  onThursday, April 13 at 8:06 p.m.} 

Make donation checks to Chizuk Amuno Passover Fund 

SIGN HERE DATE 

ADDRESS 




